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Our Multiscale Research
•Litany of phenomenological
methods—our goal is to
understand existing methods
– Little rigorous analysis of
schemes exists
– Lack of a rational mechanical
foundation

•Goal: a numerical analysis of
AtC coupling methods
•Our presentation overviews
our group’s work

Why AtC coupling?
• Couple atomistic and continuum
models
– Augment continuum model
with microscale information
– Extend atomistic methods
• Enables mesoscopic capability
– Failure modeling
– Microstructure (defects,
dislocations)
– Nanostructures
• Useful to couple A and C when a
material model is not available
for C or A

Two Types of AtC
•Zero temperature
(quasi-static)
– Couple the equilibrium
equations of molecular
statics and continuum
mechanics in space

•Finite temperature
(dynamics)
– Couple equations of
molecular dynamics (MD)
and continuum mechanics
in space and time
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Blending Atomistic and Continuum Models
• AtC coupling as an overlapping
domain decomposition method
• Take a cue from the Arlequin
method, Ben Dhia IJNME 1998
– Couple continuum models over
a subdomain (not an interface)
– Oden et al (this morning)

• Bridging Domain Method,
Belytschko, Xiao, IJMCE 2004
– AtC coupling using energy
functionals
• Quasicontinuum method (Shenoy,
Miller, Tadmor, Rodney, Phillips,
Ortiz, 1999) is a special case, i.e.
when subdomain is limited to an
interface
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•Individual balance of A and
C forces
•Assume A and C both valid
on the overlapping
subdomain
•How to blend?
•Assume a balance of
blended forces in the
overlapping subdomain
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AtC blending and constraining
•Constrain particle
∇iσ + bc = 0
∑β fα ,β + fα = 0
displacements in blend
region, say uα = uh (xα ) , to
remove redundancy in the
blend region
•Result is a nonlinear
system (coupled
equilibrium equation)
•Allows computation of
residual for the blended
e
∑ θ (fα ,β + fα ) + ∇i(ξσ ) + ξ bc = 0 model
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Force-based blending
for AtC coupling
•3D AtC coupling: Aluminum
EAM interatomic potential
and linear elastic FEM
•Consider microstructure
•Patch test (reproduce
homogenous deformation
field)
•Careful mechanical
consideration of blending
A and C forces in 1D
•Meticulous patch test
and consistency tests
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Abstract AtC Blending Framework
•Canonical form for all AtC
blended models
Aθa (ψ ,ϕ )+Aξc (u,v)=0 ∀v ∈ R c0 ,ϕ ∈ R 0a
C(u,ψ )=0

•For blended atomistic and
continuum operators, can blend
either balance equations or test
functions (four choices)
•We investigate
– Well-defined notions of AtC
consistency and a patch test
– Ghost-forces
– Stability, solvability

Abstract AtC Blending
Framework Summary
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Why persist with AtC blending?
•Molecular and Classical continuum mechanics use non-local
and local force models, respectively
•AtC blending is of interest because
– Material models are understood
– Leverage significant software investment in A and C
• M. Shephard (RPI) is developing component software to enable
AtC coupling of FEM and MD software (e.g. LAMMPS)
• J. Fish (RPI) considering how to build in MD into the commercial
FE code ABAQUS

•Goal of our numerical analysis: to what extent can the
local/nonlocal incompatibility be mitigated to compute
quantities of interest?

Two Types of AtC
•Zero temperature
(quasi-static)
– Couple the equilibrium
equations of molecular
statics and continuum
mechanics in space

•Finite temperature
(dynamics)
– Couple equations of
molecular dynamics (MD)
and continuum mechanics
in space and time
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AtC coupling challenges
• Classical continuum mechanics assumes
– Local force model
– gradient of displacement (perhaps in a
weak sense)
– extremely small wavelengths are not
resolved, incorrect dispersion
relationships
• Atomistics, or molecular mechanics,
assumes
– non-local force model
– gradients not assumed
– non-linear dispersion relationships,
small wavelength behavior critical
– stress is typically a derived quantity
and represents a challenge for
interatomic potentials of interest
• Recall, the incompatibility of force
models leads to difficulties

10−6 − 10−3 m

Local and non-local models
of force at the continuum level

Classical model (Cauchy): Exterior of cube
imparts force to the interior via the surface

∫ t( x, n)dS
Force is local because the postulate is that
the force between the interior and exterior
can be confined to the surface

∆V

∆V ′

Classical continuum particles cannot exert
force on each other when NOT in contact

S
Non-local model:
Exterior of cube imparts
force to the interior—not
just at the surface

Local force model and Cauchy
equation of motion (EOM)

σ (x) = g (∇u)

∫ t(x, n)dS = ∫ σ(x)ndS
= ∫ ∇iσ (x)dV
= ∫ bdV + ∫ madV

• Cauchy equation of motion assumes
– gradients of displacement
– local force model
• Any discretization (FEM, XFEM, SPH,
MPM, EFG) that purports to be
compatible must assume
– gradients of displacements
– local force model
• Of course, you can introduce non-locality
at the discrete level
– But, then, you’ve at best, a tenuous
connection to the mechanical
equation—maybe an issue (certainly
verification is challenging)
• Of course, why is a non-local model of
force of interest?

Non-locality does matter

•Investigates at what length scale the local force
assumption of classical elasticity breaks down for various
materials
•Occurs at order 100 Å—amorphous materials largest
•Two orders of magnitude larger than length scale of MD—
can we use a non-local continuum theory?

Peridynamics (PD), Silling 2000
u = u(x, t )
u′ = u(x′, t )

•PD equation of motion (EOM)

ɺɺ = ∫ f (u′ − u, x′ − x)dV ′ + b
ρu

b = b(x, t )

R

•f(,) is the force density per
unit volume that x' exerts on x,
given
– relative position x'– x in the
reference configuration
– relative displacement u'-u
•f(,) is a pairwise force
function

x′ − x + u′ − u

u'
x'

u
x

x′ − x

Properties of peridynamic (PD)
force functions

∫ f (u′ − u, x′ − x)dV ′
R

•material-specific behavior is contained
in f(,)

δ

f
x

– and is a function of displacement

•Convenient to assume f(,) vanishes
outside some horizon δ > 0
•No use of strain—the gradient of
displacement is not needed—a “rough”
displacement is possible

R

x'

PD equation of motion
Cauchy equation of motion

ɺɺ = ∇iσ (x) + b
ρu
σ = g (∇u)
Well posed
traction can be
handed over to
classical
continuum
mechanics (FEM)
so that PD to
FEM coupling is
enabled

ɺɺ = ∫ f (u′ − u, x′ − x)dV ′ + b
ρu
Ω

ɺɺ = ∇i ν(x) + b
ρu
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PD implementation within LAMMPS
• LAMMPS (Large-scale
Atomic/Molecular Massively
Parallel Simulator) open source
C++ software for MD
• Leverage LAMMPS portability to
DOE hardware
• Provide MD users a computational
microcontinuum mechanics
capability
• Provide PD users the ability to use
interatomic potentials
• Lehoucq, Parks, Plimpton, Sandia
tech report
• Recall that Shephard (RPI) is
developing component software for
coupling FEM and MD software
(LAMMPS)

Ongoing Work
• Extend blended AtC math framework from a balance of forces to an
energy based formulation (Badia, Bochev, Estep, Gunzburger, Parks,
Lehoucq)
• Adaptive model selection and error estimation procedure for blended
AtC coupling (Estep, Fish, Gunzburger, Shephard)
• Explore relationship between MD and PD; provide a statistical
mechanical foundation for PD (Lehoucq, Parks, Silling)
• Relationship between Fish’s Generalized mathematical homogenization
(GMH) and peridynamics (Lehoucq, Parks, Silling) for finite
temperature MD
• Role of constitutive relationships between classical continuum
mechanics and peridynamics (Bochev, Lehoucq, Parks)

AtC workshops
• Two AtC workshops—bring
together small group of folks
– SNL 2006
– UT Austin 2007
– UMN 2008 or FSU 2008?
• Google on “AtC coupling”
• E., Gunzburger, Luskin, Lehoucq
are co-organizers of the 4th
International Multiscale
Materials Conference (FSU
10/08), feature an extensive (23 days) minisymposium on
mathematics & AtC coupling

